Fall in love with Africa's treasures
12 Nights
Nairobi/Maasai Mara National Park/Vic Falls

You won't have a worry in the wild on this tour across Kenya that
includes a stop to Victoria Falls, too.
Overview
Those craving a wild, uncommon adventure need look no further. Few
are privileged enough to experience the prolific wildlife of Kenya and
then top it off with a trip to one of the Seven Natural Wonders of the
World: the Victoria Falls. Two weeks is all you'll need to discover two
countries, four lodges with fully inclusive service. This tour is the
answer for those searching for wild Africa without compromising on
luxury.

•

Itinerary

Day 1:
Kenya's captial is where your adventure begins. A short transfer from
Nairobi's airport is all that separates you from a brief stay at the
Emakoko Lodge, which is an enticing alternative to negotiating the
hustle and bustle of the city. The Emakoko Lodge will provide an
introduction to Kenya's bounty of wildlife.

Day 2:
The following day you will be transferred to Wilson Airport. A flight and
4x4 transfer will take you to the prestigious Ol Donyo Lodge in Tsavo,
Kenya. With three days in this awe-inspiring part of the world, your
time will spend on game drives or you can abandon all barriers
between you and the wilderness by setting off on foot guided by an
experienced tracker. Yet another alternative is to climb on one of the
lodge's well-trained horses and take a ride into magnificent surrounds.
Regardless of what you choose, one thing is assured: Mount
Kilimanjaro will be your constant companion.

Day 5:
From one memorable experience to another... A transfer followed by a
flight will carry you to your second property from the renowned Great
Plains' portfolio: Mara Plains Camp on the northern border of the
Maasai Mara Game Reserve. Here you will get to truly experience
Kenya's incomparable natural wealth as the camp places wildlife and
conservation at the epicenter of the experience, allowing guests to
avoid the crowds associated with other parts of the reserve if they so
desire.

Day 8:
The Emakoko Lodge will be your residence for another night before
you jet off to Zambia to discover the Smoke that Thunders...

Day 9:
No doubt it will be with a heavy heart that you leave Kenya but we've
got the perfect cure for your separation anxiety: the mighty Victoria
Falls.
Arriving in Livingstone, Zambia, you will be warmly welcomed by some
of our favorite people: the staff of Royal Chundu. Resting on the banks
of the Zambezi River, the calm before the Smoke that Thunders, Royal
Chundu bares the advantage of being close to both the wildlife-prolific
Chobe and the Victoria Falls.

Day 13:
Even the best holidays eventually draw to a close. Yours will definitely
end on a highlight because few sights compare to the majestic
Victoria Falls. Once that vision is etched in your memory and heart,
you will be transferred back to Livingstone to start your journey home.
All accommodation is fully inclusive throughout the tour.

